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There are dozens of Android phones on the market right now, and while a plethora of sites will calculate the best based on a list of box verification features like processor speed, screen size, and battery life, we want to know which ones you think are best in class. It doesn't have to be the phone that
you're carrying, or even the phone that you owned, maybe it's the phone that you plan to upgrade when you can. Whatever it is, we want to know which phones you think are the best, and why. Our only condition: It should be on the market now. After all, we recently asked you which android phones you
use, and then we reviewed which phones are most popular among Lifehacker readers. Also, it's been a while since we last talked about the best Android phones, so we're definitely due to upgrade. Leave your candidacies in the debate below! One of the best things about Android is the choice you have
between tons of different devices, and... MoreSing contenders is closed! To see which of your nominees are in the top five, head over to the top five Android phones: the 2013 Edition to see which made the cut, and vote for your tota favorite to win! G/O Media can get a commissionMario Kart Live: Home
CircuitThere has so many Android phones on the market that choosing the best can mean a ton... Read more about the five nominations in the discussion where you placed your favorite tool to work with. We get hundreds of nominations, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of
your post as well: VOTE: BEST ANDROID PHONE. Please do not turn your voice in response to another person. Nominations by email will not be counted. Instead, make your vote and respond to individual discussions. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the
contest. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done.
Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out last week's top five coffee makers. Whether you're dribble, French press, AeroPress, pour, percolator, or use a pod brewer, there are MoreThe Hive Five based on
reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite stayed away, it's not because we hate it, it's because he didn't get the nominations needed in calling for job applicants to make the top five. We are that's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Is
there an offer for Hive Five? Email us at tips'hivefive@lifehacker.com!photo of Steve Wright Jr. Sweet Robot Joy- You're Just Just Android phone and, man, it's brilliant. Here are our suggestions for apps to grab, customization to customize, and really great things you can do with a Google-powered mini
supercomputer. This post was originally published in 2012 and was updated in December 2016.A lucky few of you might have Android Nougat, but most of the new devices probably run Marshmallow or Lollipop. If you come from an old Android phone, we have a guide specifically for you that will show you
how to move all your apps, settings and data from your old phone to a new one. However, there is nothing wrong with a new start with a new phone, so let's start from the beginning. Your amazing new Android phone is capable of a lot. Here's just a taste of what it can do: Congratulations: you just got a
new Android phone! If you're lucky, you've got plenty and MoreGet Latest and Greatest Google StuffG/O Smee can get commissionMario Kart Live: Home CircuitBefore you start playing around and get used to how things work, why don't you do two quick things: set up a Wi-Fi connection and then update
your built-in phone apps. There are probably new versions available than the ones you have on the newly opened phone, so they're worth picking up. If there is an Android update waiting for your device, you can check out that in Settings.You are probably prompted to add a Wi-Fi network when you first
set up your phone. If not, open the app drawer (click the grid like a lower mid-screen button to get there if it's not on one of your home screens, this is where the shortcuts for all your installed live apps are) and then look for customization. Then tap Wi-Fi. On the next screen, turn on Wi-Fi and wait to
update the list of nearby networks. Choose your home router name (or your relatives), enter your password if necessary, and have some fun. To update your apps, open the Play Store app either from your home screen or from the app box. Swipe from the left side of the display to the middle to open the
Play Store navigation bar (many other apps use a similar gesture, so try it everywhere). In the menu that appears, click My apps. Any apps you have updates for will appear at the top of the list. Click Update all to update them all at once. Some apps require permissions to be updated. In this case, a pop-
up will appear to confirm the new permissions. You can also find apps installed on older devices in the All section. Google Maps: Google Maps shines on Android. Seriously - this is the best in turn navigation app on the platform, and in addition to offering you free maps and Google Maps can help you with
walking directions, public transport to your destination, and even show you places to stop on your way. It also offers maps and walking destinations of covered places such as airports and museums, so you get find your way around. Gmail (or Inbox): Gmail has been a leader in how to handle email for a
long time. The stock Gmail app has support for all email providers, or you can use the mailbox on Gmail, which takes a whole new approach to how you do email. Whichever you choose, these apps are worth a look. Google Assistant/Google Now/Google Search: Google Assistant (formerly Google Now,
but also sometimes referred to as Google Search because Google sucks on naming stuff) is a tool that has made talking to an Android phone an integral part of everyday life. You can use it to set up alarms, search for information, move to certain places, and more. This is our favorite virtual assistant for
Android, and it's gotten a lot better this year, but these are just some of its features. Google Assistant supports repetitive reminders for your dos and conversational teams, maps for commuting times, concerts, car rentals and hotel reservations, and even public transport maps, among others. Best of all,
you can train it to give you answers that are even more useful especially for you. If you don't know how to get started, check out this graphic with more than 60 Google voice commands on it. For even more tips, check out our guide to everything you can do with Google's voice commands. Google Chrome:
Google Chrome really shines on Android, and many manufacturers have given up putting stock web browsers on their phone and go with Chrome instead. This is our favorite Android browser. If you're using Chrome on your desktop, Chrome Sync is built in, so open tabs, bookmarks, passwords and
history are available everywhere, and most importantly, it's blazing fast, especially on new hardware. Google Play Music: When Play Music arrived, we were already pretty amazed. The service allows you to download your own songs (it also supports scanning and match) or listen to a music library with a
subscription. Combined with YouTube Red, which gives you a totally ad-free YouTube experience, and YouTube Music with Pandora as a radio station for YouTube music videos, and it's an all-around great service. Stay in touch with Google Hangouts or Allo: Google Hangouts stores all your texts,
photos, videos, chats and more in one easy-to-use interface. While you communicate with friends for free using Google Hangouts, keep in mind that it is also the best video chat app on the platform, so you can always turn text conversation into a face-to-face with multiple taps. You can also try out
Google's new Alo app, which in itself smart offers and built-in chatbot for Google AssistantUse Google Keep to Take Notes: Google Keep is probably one of Google's most underrated apps. This is a note-taking app that Should have been in Android a long time ago, and the fact that it is supported Google
Drive's storage makes it a great option for those who switch between their desktop and their Android device often. You can cut links, take personal notes, record audio recordings for yourself, do do or quickly check lists, get reminders to act on notes, and more. Get Google Drive: Drive is a google
combination of Google Docs and cloud storage space. And it's just as cool on your Android device as it is on your desktop. You can use them to record, control spreadsheets, and create or edit presentations all from your new phone or tablet. Can you even edit .docx native files in Docs.Install Some Killer
Apps Android apps? Oh, we have a lot of them. Lifehacker Pack for Android: Our list of major Android apps: Check out the 2016 edition of our annual Lifehacker Pack, which includes our favorite apps for communicating, being productive, browsing the media, and otherwise getting the most frequent
usage from Android. Also, go to the Lifehacker App Directory series, where we'll highlight the best Android apps in selected categories. You can roll back through our Android-only picks using the Android App Directory tag. All new features of Android Nougag: If you got your hands on the new hotness,
check out all the sweet new Android Nougag features, and don't forget those Google didn't announce. You can also check out all the new stuff in Marshmallow if you're still waiting on the newest version. 50 free apps we're most grateful for: Every Thanksgiving, we ask you about your favorite free apps
and develop the 50 free apps we're most grateful for. They're not all Android downloads (although many are cross-platform), but it's a good list to check out. If you still have a few holes after checking the pack and are the most popular, you're sure to find what you're looking for here. Android App Catalog -
Tips, tricks and hacks for making things better (en) LifehackerRead moreApp Catalog - Tips, tricks and hacks for making things better (en) LifehackerRead moreStart Sync your music, videos and PicturesBack on the same day, if you want music and media on your Android phone, you'll have to grab a
USB cable and start transferring files. You can still do this if you prefer, and there are tons of great media player options for Android, but with music streaming options that they and cloud storage are cheap, you can choose to get rid of cables and do so all over the air. Whichever you choose, here are a
few useful messages to get you started. Troubleshooting Tricky StuffYour Android phone is a great device, and Android as a mobile OS is much more and polished now than it used to be. However, there are times when you need to fix the problem and fix the problems that you will face. How can I avoid
using too much smartphone data?: If you're lucky enough to still have plan from your carrier, or you, like the rest of us, and have a data cap or worse, share bandwidth with other phones on the same plan- that's a useful guide to keep data usage on all the devices you pay for under control. How to speed
up, clean, and spice up your Android phone: After installing a bunch of apps and games, your phone can slow down a good bit. Never be afraid, clean it up and get back the speed you need is easier than you think. How to switch to a new Android Phone and take everything with you: If your new Android
device is a replacement for the old one, taking your data with you is easy. We'll show you how. How to customize a fully automated app and back up settings on Android: Once you get an Android device all set up and to your liking, don't let tragedy happen to you. Make sure your phone is regularly backed
up so you don't have to worry about your data. Your android phone is a mini computer that has a lot of valuable information about it, and keep it safe easily and takes just a few minutes to set up. Use Android's safe mode to disable apps and troubleshooting issues: apps that give you problems? Installed
or unidentified something and now your phone is slow like molasses? Android built-in secure mode may be able to help. How can I fix my brick Android Phone?: One of the first things many of you can do with a new Android phone is root it out and perhaps install a new ROM. If this process doesn't go
very well and you wind up with a new hunk of plastic and metal on your desk that totally doesn't respond, all can't be lost! There are many ways to approach the so-called brick phone that can bring it back to life. Android Task Killers Explained: What They Do and Why You Shouldn't Use Them: Android
Task Killers improve your phone's performance as well as increase battery life or at least it's a much-discussed promise. Here's a look at how task killers actually work when you should (or shouldn't) use them, and what you can do instead. Expand your phone's capabilities beyond apps and settings, you
can make your phone do some really neat things. Things like tell you where he is if he is lost or stolen. Things like playing any song or video you happen to have on a nearby TV. Things like sending a text back to your wife to let her know that you're driving, not just blatantly ignoring her calls. Everything
you need to know about rooting your Android Phone: Our Android Rooting Guide is a common, all applicable guide to rooting how it's done and what you do do it for. One of the best things you can do to expand the functionality of your Android device is root it out and we're excited to show you how. Top
10 Reasons to Root Your Android Phone: Even with all the talk about how easy it is to root out a phone, you may wonder why you should even worry. Well, here's it. The list of reasons for why-least of which is that it gives you complete control over your experience, but also because there are tons of
settings and apps that can speed up your phone, help you get better battery life, block ads, and remove carrier-installed crapware that are only available to root users. The main Android security features that you should include right now: Before you start playing around, customize these security features
to make sure you're protected if your phone is ever lost or stolen. The best Launcher app for Android: One way to expand your phone's features is simply by installing an app to grab a new launcher app. This will completely change the way you interact with your phone, and in many cases it's free, can
actually add features you didn't have in the first place, and offer you more customization options. Here's our favorite, and if you don't care about it, tons of other great options to choose from. How safe is Android, really?: One of the first things you hear when you spend time in an Android verse is that
Android is somehow susceptible to malware, and that the threat is everywhere. That's not quite the case, and we're happy to break down where the weak link in Android security is actually a spoiler alert: It's a user. How to choose the right Android ROM for you: Ready to take the next step after rooting?
Whether you really want to fully customize and customize your Android experience, or just rid yourself of carrier crapware and try out a new version or taste Android, installing a new drive is the way to go. Think of it as installing a new OS on your computer, meaning you have to be careful to back up your
data time and do your homework in advance. Need some suggestions? Check out these five great Android ROMS. How to get the best battery life and performance on your Android phone with a new core: What is it? Rooting and installing a new ROM is not enough for you? Well then, you may want to
consider installing a brand new core for ultimate performance enhancement. This is not for the weak heart, but the benefits definitely outweigh the disadvantages. Just back up time and make sure you know what you're doing before you start. Our guide will guide you through it. How to Turn Your Android
Into a Killer Portable Media and Gaming Center: Want your game with your Android phone or tablet? Sure, there are many games that you can play on your device, but why not use it as a media center, or connect it with the TV for some serious games? How to turn your Android or iPhone into a portable
retro arcade game: Maybe you prefer retro, old school games, when skill mattered more than the graphics and pixels reigned higher? Well, with a little work and a few apps, you can turn your Android device into a retro arcade game capable of playing some of your favorite classic titles anywhere you go.



Go. how to get started. Use your Android Phone as a Wi-Fi hotspot for free: The beauty of Android is that you can link your phone to any device in your home quite easily, and mostly for free, until you go for your data caps or anger your carrier. Here's how to do it, and never worry about your cable coming
home again. Six sweet things you can automate with NFC and Android Phone: If your new Android phone comes with a built-in NFC (and adds it is), there's a whole world of possibilities open to you things that you can automate with it. Our own Whitson Gordon uses it to automate almost every room in
his home, and that's just the tip of the iceberg. Other people may have no idea about it, and may argue about whether it's helpful, but with this guide you'll skip the debate and make the most of it yourself. How widgets can actually make your phone more productive: If you've been wary of Android widgets
because you've heard that they do bad things to battery life, worry no more. Some of these can actually make your phone much more fun and more useful to use on a daily basis. Once you start adding them to home screens, you'll wonder how you got along without them. Supercharged lock screen with
DashClock and these add-ons: DashClock widget is a great example of a widget that can transform the way you interact with your home screen. If you're not familiar with it, here's an introduction. Once you install it and see how much better it is, like a lock screen for your phone, you'll want to customize it,
here's where our guide to DashClock add-on comes in. Turn your Android Phone into a personal trainer: Work out those pounds you put on thanks to Thanksgiving turkey and Christmas ham with a shiny new Android phone. There are many apps that will help you get most out of your workouts at home, at
the gym, or outside, track your progress, and meet your health and weight loss goals. Here's how to turn this new phone into a pocket gym you can take with 5000 anywhere. How to take the best pictures with your smartphone's camera: The best camera that you have with you. Take a new camera for a
spin and get into the habit of taking the best photos you can. Here's how to get most of this little sensor on the back of your phone. How to create a custom Google Now team for something on Android: Your phone already comes with lots of sweet voice commands, but did you know that you can make
your own? With a bit of Tasker magic, you can create voice commands with almost anything you can do on your How to find the right Android keyboard for you: Before you go too far with your Android phone, you can do something about the Android keyboard stock. There's nothing wrong with it in
particular, but there are some much better options that can do with using The device is simpler and more fun. Fun.
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